Interaction with toxic substances increases injury. Myelin and membranes may be damaged. Seizures may occur. Learning is affected. Signaling is modulated. Dysfunction. Neurodevelopment. Repair functions may be altered. Cytoplasmic structures may be damaged. Genetic material in nucleus may be damaged. Ion-gated membrane channels are modulated. Cellular level. Wha... Affect your body.
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN EMF MEETS THE HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM?

Cellular level. Ion-gated membrane channels are modulated. Genetic material in nucleus may be damaged. Cytoplasmic structures may be damaged. Repair functions may be altered.

Developmental. Neurodevelopmental may be altered.

Dysfunction. Signaling is modulated. EEG parameters shift. Learning is affected. Memory function is affected. Behavioral function is affected. Visceral function is altered.

Pathology. Seizures may occur. Sensory motor function may be disturbed. Myelin and membranes may be damaged. Tumors and blood disorders may develop. Neuroinflammation and degeneration may occur. Neurovegetative parameters may shift. Interaction with toxic substances increases injury.
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